Zanzibar

Island in East Africa
Zanzibar, islands, part of Tanzania

http://www.stylehiclub.com/africa/tanzania/where-is-zanzibar/
People of Zanzibar:

• One million people

• African and Arab origin

• Speak Swahili

• Mostly Muslim
Physical Geography of Zanzibar:

• In the Indian Ocean, just off the coast of Tanzania
• An “archipelago,” meaning a group of islands. There are two larger islands and several small ones.
• Moderate climate 70s – low 90s year round
• Southern hemisphere
Lifestyle in Zanzibar - problems

• Relatively poor country – lower standard of living than Oman

• At night you have to sleep under mosquito netting and keep a ceiling fan on to avoid malaria.

• You also have to drink only bottled water and avoid fresh fruits/vegetables to avoid cholera. (But Zanzibar is well worth the trouble!)
Lifestyle in Zanzibar - positives

• Warm, welcoming culture

• Beautiful ocean scenery

• Outdoor lifestyle – since it’s never too hot or too cold

• Hakuna matata! (No worries!)

• It’s a wonderful place to visit!
US teachers with their more beautifully dressed Zanzibari colleagues
dressed to celebrate the end of Ramadan
Notice the lovely carved wood around the doors. This is typical of Zanzibar.
Your mission for today:

Learn more about Zanzibar in order to understand the lifestyle and culture.
And interview people who knew the victim to identify possible suspects or witnesses:

- Zahir – Abdullah’s cousin, John’s host in Zanzibar
- Aneesa – Zahir’s aunt
- Nala – tour guide at a spice plantation
- Azizi – Zahir’s uncle, Aneesa’s husband
- Jianguo (Dr. Chen) – medical practitioner from China